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 This company has appeared relatively recently, but has 
already achieved outstanding results. We would like to 
tell you about the key stages of the development of 
Google. 



Google

Google-  the largest chain of search engines 
owned by Google Inc. American corporation 
specializing in searching for information in a 
global computer network. 

https://www.google.com/
https://www.google.ru/



September 7, 1998, Google Inc. 
was officially registered

The company is headquartered 
in Mountain View, in California. 

History of 
creation 

sometimes the search engine is celebrating 
its birthday as 7 and 27 September 



Google spider has the User Agent — Googlebot 
(crawler), which is a basic robot that scans the page 

content for the search index. 

Indexical sites 



• Google's mission - to organize all the world's 
information, making it accessible and 
convenient to use.

• 4) July 8, 1998 Larry Page signed by one of its 
posts to a mailing list: «! Have fun and keep 
googling», he was the first to use the word as a 
verb.



In 2000, there were 85 employees of Google.  In 2014, Number 

of employees 53,600 
• Doodles. Holiday and Events - Google style!





logos



logos



• If the search string of symbols to 
type "241543903", you can see 
photos of people holding their 
heads in the freezer . 

• you can play the game in style 
Breakout, just typing "atari 
breakout in image seach.

Interesting 
Facts



Mysterious 
places in Google 
maps
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Google+ - social networking 
project from Google. The 
service provides the 
opportunity to communicate 
through the Internet using 
special components: Circles, 
Themes, Videos, Dating, 
Mobile version. 

Services 
Google



• Google Book Search

• Google Images

• Google Scholar

• phonebook 

• Calculator 

• Google Weather 

• Google Video

Special reseach 
Google



Equity
US $ 80.685 billion. (2014)

turnover
US $ 66.001 billion. (2014) 
Operating profit
US $ 16.496 billion. (2014)
Net profit
US $ 14.444 billion. (2014)
Assets
US $ 131.133 billion. (2014)



The company continues to grow, 
every day getting more and more 

influence on the Internet. Stop there 
no one is going.


